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Vowels and finals

- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN A**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AA**: used in Eastern Lisu
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AHH**: used in Eastern Lisu
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AN**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN ANG**: also used for aw
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AO**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UEI**: used in Hei Yi
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UO**: used in Hei Yi
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UE**: also used for uaw
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN VV**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN VO**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN YI**: also used for iaw
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN YO**: also used for in
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UANG**: also used for uaw
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UAN**: also used for in
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UA**: also used for in
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UNG**: also used for in
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN U**: also used for in

Positioning tone marks

These are used to position the vowel off of the baseline position to indicate a changed tone.

- **MIAO TONE RIGHT**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO TONE TOP RIGHT**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO TONE ABOVE**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO TONE BELOW**: used in Chinese

Baseline tone marks

These are used in Chuxiong Ahmao instead of the positioning tone marks.

- **MIAO LETTER TONE-1**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-2**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-3**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-4**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-5**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-6**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-7**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER TONE-8**: used in Chinese

Archaic baseline tone marks

These are archaic characters used in a post-1949 reformed orthography.

- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-1**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-2**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-3**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-4**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-5**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-6**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO LETTER REFORMED TONE-8**: used in Chinese

- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UEI**: used in Hei Yi
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN O**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OOG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN N**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN NG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UOG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN N**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN NG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UOG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN U**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN NG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN N**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN AU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN OU**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN NG**: used in Chinese
- **MIAO VOWEL SIGN UOG**: used in Chinese
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